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The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The portraits 1-4 and the table are available, price-list on demand.

N°23-2018. WHO ARE YOU, Mr GIROUX ?

André Giroux peintre-photographe and silent partner

“André was born in Paris on April 30, 1801. Coming from a middle-class family familiar with the
artistic medium, he was directed early on towards a career as a painter. Studying initially with his father,
he entered the workshop of  the neo-classic landscape designer Thibault. He exhibited his first paintings
at the Salon of  1819, then integrated two years later in 1821 into the prestigious Ecole des Beaux-Arts,
Paris ... before being crowned by the award of  du Grand Prix de Rome de Paysage historique in 1825.
During his stay in Rome, André Giroux met Camille Corot, Leon Fleury, Edouard Bertin and even
Theodore Caruelle d’Aligny with whom he established a long friendship. The emulation produced by these
meetings strongly influenced his practice and his renderings of  Italy un doubtedly count among his most
accomplished pictures. On his return to Paris in 1830, Giroux continued his painting career and continued
to exhibit, every quarter, at the Salon until 1846.

The first traces of  his photographic activity go back to the early 1850s. Well-informed of  his career as
a painter, we are missing documentation of  the important years that were devoted to photography. 
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His father Alphonse Giroux had a shop since 1810 with his wife Zoé Colin on the 7 rue du Coq-Saint-
Honoré in Paris, which had been open since 1799. In this shop, which was to become famous, they sold
objects of  curiosities, marquetry, and paper but also drawings, pictures, and engravings. In 1834, on the
first floor of  the shop of  his parents, André Giroux undertook with his elder brother, Alphonse-Gustave,
the marketing of  objects of  curiosities and imagination. 

Four years later, on May 19, 1838, the two brothers repurchased with their parents the assets of  Giroux
et Cie of  which they became sole owner. Alphonse-Gustave headed the commercial endeavors, while André
simply played the part of  silent partner. The following year, in the weeks that followed the advertisement
of  the discovery of  photography, Jacques Louis Mandé Daguerre, the in ventor, signed on June 22, 1839
a franchise agreement with “Giroux and Co" for the construction and marketing of  his photographic
systems, including cameras, plates, chemicals and ancillary equipment...” 

[Potonniée in 1925 suggested Alphonse Giroux the Elder had family link with Mrs.
Daguerre, but this should not be taken literally. 

Historians will look better at the history of  Paris Free-Masons in relation with the
proclamation of  the discovery of  photography in 1839. Twelve or fourteen years later,
André Giroux will start his personal photographic activity and his first portraits indicate
that he kept links with Nadar and Ziegler and his daughter will marry Gustave Rouland.

Nevertheless, Daguerre prefered to partner with an honorable house in a fashionable
neighborhood (recently Louvre des Antiquaires) than with technicians even if  more
legitimate inventors (Charles Chevalier).
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At the same time, Alphonse and André Giroux published on August 20 the first descriptive instructions of
the daguerreotype process (in competition with Michel, Reine and Susse).

This agreement may have created some interest in photogra phy for André Giroux; however ... he waited
some ten years for the introduction of  the negative-positive process on paper in France, when his taste for
photography became apparent... Hardly more than sixty prints have been found, spread throughout many
public and private collections. This choice of  negative paper and the use of  the positive prints on salted
paper determined the esthetics of  the photographs of  André Giroux. During the four years of  his activity
— one can indeed reasonably think that he ceased his production around 1857 — he used alternatively
two formats of  negative (22 x 28 cm and 28 x 38 cm).

In contrast to the photographers who drew their inspiration from the forests in the neighbor  hoods of  Paris,
in particular that of  Fontainebleau, André Giroux showed a clear predilection for more remote places. One
can, however, only partially reconstitute his various voyages taken in various areas of  France. In the same
way their chronology remains speculative. Thanks to the titles of  the works provided by the catalogues of
expositions in which he took part, as well as with the indications reproduced on some of  his photographs,
one is able to establish that André Giroux returned to areas of  Arles like the valley of  the Rhone. But il
is in Auvergne that he carried out, it seems, a majority portion of  his captured images.

André Giroux ... followed in the vogue of  the landscape naturalist introduced in France at the beginning
of  the century by the theories of  Pierre-Henri Valencian and relayed in 1817 by the publication Les
Nouveaux Voyages pittoresques en France. 

The Giroux brothers, Alphonse Jr and André married the Gervais sisters, Constance and Lucile
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There is consequently nothing astonishing to find in the photographic work of  Andre Giroux in this
evocation of  the picturesque landscape that one frequently finds in his paintings. Some of  his photographs,
like Hangar au bout du chemin, testify to this art of  the setting in scenes of  the picturesque and
whose audacity of  composition, in particular the marked presence of  the foreground, announces the style
charac  teristic of  the photographic work of  Andre Giroux.

In spite of  criticisms and like ma  jority of  the photographers of  his time, André Giroux frequently improved
his negatives. A detailed examina tion of  each one of  his prints indeed makes it possible to detect the subtle
interventions to which it proceeded in a systematic way, thus giving to each one of  these prints a particular
character. 

This technique then enabled him to approach the effects that he could obtain in his paintings while creating
artificially, by the means of  the gouache and the scraping directly applied to negative, an effect of  cloud
as in Obtevoz, Rhone (J.Paul Getty Museum), or the transparency of  water in his many photos of
edges of  rivers, Cascade dans le Massif  central (Philadelphia Museum of  Art). If  in some of  this
photography, as in Riviere avec effet de lune (Musee d'Orsay), the artifice seems to have been pushed
to its extreme, conferring on these images the characteristic forerunners of  the impressionist current, they
do not remain less learnedly composed. taste of  the effect and formal research so present in André Giroux
gives to the whole of  hhis sound oeuvre a singularity not found elsewhere.

Undoubtedly, Andre Giroux was a painter much more than photographer, even if  his technical ability in
this field did not have anything to rival that of  his famous contemporaries. To take again the beautiful
expression the photographer Edouard Baldus used to define him, one could qualify André Giroux as peintre
photographe. But contrary to many photographers such as Edouard Baldus, Gustave le Gray, Henri le
Secq, Charles Nègre or Roger Fenton, all former painters who gave up paint ing for the profit of  photography,
André Giroux was the only one not to disavow his artistic origin. 

Concerned with his independence, he never hoped to be among the members of  prestigious Société franca̧ise
de photog raphie, however important it was to the supporters of  photographic art. In the custom of  the
annual Salon des beaux arts, he exhibited some of  his photographs how ever with the exposition organized
by French Société of  photography in 1857 and 1870, like in Brussels in 1857, thus showing his will
to subject his work to criticism. 

His last exposition was held with the Salon of  1874, during which three of  his paintings were presented.
He died a few years later in Paris, in 1879.”
(extr. from Denis Canghilhem’s article, Encyclopedia of  Nineteenth-Century Photography, 2013)
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7 Rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré in 1836. The maison Giroux was close enough, a walking distance to the
Palais-Royal where the first daguerreian studios of  Paris will settle, after a period when the portraits were made on

the roof  of  the Athénée-Royal, 2 rue de Valois.
We can notice a few medieval streets standing where is now the celebrated Piramide du Louvre
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Circle of  Giroux and Bisson. Portrait of  Alphonse jr and Wife, Paris, early 1850s
Vintage salt paper print, 155x110 mm, captioned in pencil, verso : “A. Giroux”

Alphonse GIROUX (1809-1886) épouse en février 1834 Constance GERVAIS (1815-1877)
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Circle of  Giroux and Bisson. Portrait of  André Giroux and Wife, Paris, early 1850s
Vintage salt paper print, 155x110 mm, captioned in pencil, verso : “A. Giroux”

André GIROUX (1801-1879) épouse en février 1835 Lucile GERVAIS (née en 1818)
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Louis Bisson. Portrait of  Anais, daughter of  André Giroux, Paris, 1853
Vintage salt paper print, 155x110 mm, signed in ink by the artist, captioned and dated verso

Note : Anais Giroux (1837-1913) épouse le 19 juin 1856 Gustave Rouland (1831-1898)
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Circle of  Giroux and Bisson. Supposed portrait of  Mathilde Giroux, Paris, c. 1853
Vintage salt paper print, 155x110 mm, captioned in pencil, verso : “A. Giroux”

Note : Mathilde (born 1835) cousin of  Anais Giroux (1837-1913) 
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Circle of  Giroux. Unidentified Friends or Family Members, Paris, early 1850s
Salt paper prints, c. 155x110 mm. We can try to compare the upper right portrait with Leon Fleury
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Alphonse Giroux the elder. Galerie des tableaux anciens et modernes, Paris, 1827
In-8, 259 pp. (date given by Bibliographie de la France ou Journal général de l'imprimerie, année 1827)

An elegant fake factory:  from originals, it is permitted for one month to make copies
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Alphonse Giroux the elder. Galerie des tableaux anciens et modernes, Paris, 1827
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Price-list details
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In absence of  artificial light, efficient hours are limited to four: 10 am-2 pm
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Maison Alphonse Giroux et Compagnie. Petite table avec secrets, Paris, c. 1830
The elegant book binding and the two objects are also typical of  Maison Giroux offers
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Transmission from Alphonse the Elder to Alphonse the younger 
before the Daguerre agreement or 

La Maison Alphonse Giroux & Compagnie en 1839 : Alphonse et André

Trois documents essentiels sont conservés par les Archives nationales et accessibles en
ligne :

1838, 19 mai. Vente par Franco̧is Simon Alphonse Giroux, négociant, et Claudine Françoise Zoé
Collin, son épouse, demeurant 40, rue d’Enfer-Saint-Michel, à Alphonse Gustave Giroux, négociant,
actuellement militaire, demeurant 7, rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré et André Giroux, ex pensionnaire du roi
à Rome, demeurant 40, rue d’Enfer-Saint-Michel, leurs fils, d’un fonds de papeterie, fournitures de
bureaux, couleurs et autres objets, situé au rez-de-chaussée et à l’entresol d’une maison 7, rue du Coq-
Saint-Honoré, pour la somme principale de 150 000 francs et dans la proportion de cinq huitièmes pour
Alphonse Gustave Giroux et de trois huitièmes pour André Giroux.

1838, 19 mai. Bail pour onze ans et cinq mois ou vingt-neuf  ans et cinq mois, par Franco̧is Simon
Alphonse Giroux, négociant, et Claudine Françoise Zoé Collin, son épouse, demeurant 40, rue d’Enfer-
Saint-Michel, à Alphonse Gustave Giroux, négociant, demeurant 7, rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré et André
Giroux, ex pensionnaire du roi à Rome, demeurant 40, rue d’Enfer-Saint-Michel, leurs fils, d’une très
grande boutique en rez-de-chaussée, sise à gauche de la porte cochère, entresol, premier et deuxième étages
dans leur totalité, chambres au cinquième et grande salle de peinture au sixième, caves, dépendant d’une
maison située 7, rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré. Loyer annuel de 15 000 francs, payable par mensualité.

1838, 19 mai. Dépot̂ d’acte de création d’une société, avec reconnaissance d’écritures et de signatures
entre Alphonse Gustave Giroux, négociant, demeurant 7, rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré, et André Giroux, ex
pensionnaire du roi à Rome, demeurant 40, rue d’Enfer-Saint-Michel, ayant pour objet l’exploitation et
la vente d’objets de curiosités, jouets d’enfants, bronzes et toutes sortes d’objets d’étrennes. Société en nom
collectif, dont la durée est fixée à quinze ans, sous la raison sociale Alphonse Giroux & Compagnie.

https://www.siv.archives-nationales.culture.gouv.fr
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Serge Plantureux
Expertises et investigations

80 rue Taitbout F-75009 Paris 

Number 23rd of the Weekly Transmission has been 
uploaded on Thursday 14th June 2018 at 15:15 (Paris time)

Forthcoming upload and transmission on  Thursday 21st June 2018, 15:15

expertises@plantureux.fr   


